The Kerr-Schild (KS) formalism is a powerful tool for constructing exact solutions in general relativity. In this paper, we present a generalization of the conventional KS formalism to double field theory (DFT) and supergravities. We introduce a generalized KS ansatz for the generalized metric in terms of a pair of null vectors. Applying this ansatz to the equations of motion of DFT, we construct the generalized KS field equation. While the generalized KS equations are quadratic in the fields, we show that it is possible to find solutions by considering linear equations only. Furthermore, we construct a Killing spinor equation under the generalized KS ansatz. Based on this formalism, we show that the classical double copy structure, which represents solutions of the Einstein equation in terms of solutions of the Maxwell equation, can be extended to the entire massless string NS-NS sector. We propose a supersymmetric classical double copy which shows that solutions of the Killing spinor equation can be realized in terms of solutions of the BPS equation of the supersymmetric Maxwell theory.
Introduction
The Kerr-Schild (KS) formalism [1] [2] [3] has been a powerful tool for constructing exact solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations since the construction of the rotating black hole solution [1] . The KS metric ansatz incorporates a geodesic null congruence ℓ in a background spacetimeg, which plays a central role in the formalism by reducing Einstein's field equation to a set of linear differential equations. The original KS formalism describes an algebraically special vacuum spacetime in a flat background, but it is extended to arbitrary on-shell backgrounds with nontrivial matter fields, such as electromagnetism and perfect fluids (See [4] for a detailed review of the KS formalism and original references).
One of the interesting applications of the KS formalism is the so called classical double copy [5] . It states that a class of solutions of the Einstein field equations can be represented by solutions of the Maxwell or linearized Yang-Mills equations, and it is examined in various examples [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . As is well known, gravity scattering amplitudes can be represented by the square of Yang-Mills scattering amplitudes in accordance with the so-called BCJ double copy relation [18] [19] [20] , which is inherited from the KLT relation [21] in closed string theory scattering amplitudes. Since the BCJ relation holds in tree level amplitudes [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , it is natural to deduce its extension to the level of the classical Lagrangian and the equations of motion [20, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . From the classical double copy relation, the geodesic null vector ℓ in the KS ansatz is identified with the Maxwell field A µ . According to the BCJ relation, scattering amplitudes of the entire massless NS-NS sector can be represented by a product of two Yang-Mills scattering amplitudes. However, the classical double copy is available for the Einstein field equation only, since it is not possible to describe the Kalb-Ramond field using the single null congruence ℓ in the conventional KS formalism. So it is desirable to develop an alternative framework to describe the full classical double copy.
Double field theory(DFT) [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] is a string low energy effective field theory with manifest O (d, d) T-duality. The manifest O (d, d) invariance requires doubling spacetime dimensions, however, an additional constraint, the so-called section condition, should be imposed for it to be a consistent field theory. It provides a unified geometric framework for the entire closed string massless NS-NS sector encoded in DFT field variables [40] [41] [42] [43] : the generalized metric H M N and the DFT dilaton d. As in general relativity, the field equations are given in terms of curvatures only: the generalized Ricci scalar and tensor. One of the crucial features of DFT is the doubled local structure group. The maximal compact subgroup of O (d, d) that includes the Lorentz group is given by O (
Each local Lorentz group is originated from the left or right sector of the closed string, and this structure fits well with the double copy relation [44, 45] .
The aim of this paper is twofold. First, we formulate a generalization of the conventional Kerr-Schild formalism to DFT and supergravities. We introduce a generalized KS ansatz for the generalized metric in terms of a pair of null vectors satisfying the so-called generalized geodesic equation. We construct the corresponding equations of motion by substituting the generalized KS ansatz into the DFT field equations. The field equations are expressed in terms of the supergravity fields. Interestingly, unlike the conventional KS formalism in GR, the generalized KS field equations are quadratic in the fields, due to the presence of the DFT dilaton. However, we show that the generalized KS field equations can be reduced to linear equations and the field equations can be solved by considering the linear equations only. We also construct the Killing spinor equations under the generalized KS ansatz.
Second, based on the generalized KS formalism, we extend the classical double copy by including the entire massless NS-NS sector. Assuming the geometry admits a Killing vector, we derive two independent Maxwell equations by contracting a Killing vector with the generalized KS field equation. This implies that solutions of the field equation under the generalized KS ansatz can be represented by solutions of the Maxwell equation. We also identify the linearized bi-adjoint scalar field [27, 46] in a similar way and check the so-called zeroth copy relation [5] . We establish a supersymmetric generalization of the classical double copy which represent solutions of the Killing spinor equation in DFT and supergravities [47] [48] [49] [50] in terms of solutions of the BPS equations in supersymmetric Maxwell theory. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the properties of the linearized perturbation of the generalized metric and define the generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz using the properties. We express the corresponding metric and Kalb-Ramond field ansatz as well as local frame fields in terms of the null vectors. We show that T-duality maps a generalized KS ansatz to another generalized KS ansatz. In section 3, we construct generalized KS equations in a flat background. Even though the equations are quadratic in the fields, we show that the equations can be solved by considering only linear equations. We establish the classical double copy for the entire massless NS-NS sector by extending the conventional one in GR. In section 4, we extend the results of section 3 and construct the generalized KS equations in an arbitrary on-shell background. The structure of the generalized KS equations is the same as in the flat background case, which makes it possible to solve the generalized KS equations by considering linear equations alone. In section 5, Killing spinor equations are considered under the generalized KS ansatz. We show that the Killing spinor equations lead to the BPS equation of the supersymmetric Maxwell theory. We end in section 6 by considering some examples for generalized KS formalism.
Generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz in DFT
In general relativity (GR) the Kerr-Schild ansatz is a minimal extension of linear perturbation around a background metricg. It is achieved by introducing a null vector ℓ, and the ansatz is given by
where κ is an expansion parameter. The main advantage of the Kerr-Schild ansatz is that it preserves some features of the linearized perturbation. The form of the inverse metric and its determinant are
Furthermore, if we assume ℓ is geodesic, ℓ µ ∇ µ ℓ ν = 0, the Einstein equation reduces to a linear equation 1 . In this section we review the properties of the linearized perturbation of the generalized metric and introduce a generalized KS ansatz for the generalized metric in terms of a pair of null vectors. We introduce generalized frame fields in DFT and the corresponding generalized KS ansatz. We parametrize the generalized KS ansatz in terms of the supergravity fields. Finally, we investigate Buscher's rule and show that the form of the generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz is preserved under T-duality.
Linear perturbations of generalized metric
The field content of DFT consists of the generalized metric H M N and the DFT dilaton d. 
Before discussing the generalization of the conventional KS ansatz to DFT, it is worthwhile to analyze the properties of linear perturbations of the generalized metric. We decompose the generalized metric H into the background part plus a small perturbation γ,
where H 0 is a background generalized metric satisfying the
3). By substituting (2.6) into (2.3), we obtain a constraint onγ. If we truncate the higher order terms and keep the linear terms, we have
) vector representation and the corresponding background projection operators
These satisfy the following defining properties for projection operators:
) vector representation into chiral and antichiral subsectors respectively. By means of the complete relation,
N ,γ is decomposed into three independent parts according to the background chiralities:
where γ andγ are chiral and anti-chiral parts respectively, and E is the mixed chirality part
The key feature of the linear perturbation of H is that both chiral and anti-chiral parts vanish
One can easily check this by substituting (2.10) to (2.7). Hence only the mixed chirality part contributes to the linear perturbation of H,γ = E + E t . Solving (2.12), one can find the parametrization ofγ in terms of d-dimensional fieldŝ 13) whereg andB are the background metric and Kalb-Ramond field, and h and b are infinitesimal symmetric and antisymmetric tensors respectively. This is consistent with the linearized perturbation of the generalized metric (2.5) under the following expansion of g and B g µν =g µν + h µν , B µν =B µν + b µν . (2.14)
Generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz
In the above we investigated linear perturbation of the generalized metric. We showed that only the mixed chirality part E contributes to the small fluctuationγ. Following the conventional Kerr-Schild ansatz, we now assume thatγ is a finite perturbation. It means that (2.6) is no longer a linearized approximation, but an exact relation. In addition, we require (2.7) to hold even for finiteγ in order to keep some properties of the linear perturbation. This impliesγ must be a nilpotent matrix
As we have seen in (2.12) this leads to γ =γ = 0, and E contributes toγ only. Thus the nilpotency condition ofγ reads
By definition E satisfies the following chirality conditions:
Now we want to represent E as a product of two vectors. Any 2d × 2d matrix E with rank n can be recast in terms of n-pairs of some 18) where ϕ a are scalar functions. For the purpose of generalizing the conventional Kerr-Schild ansatz (A.1), we set n = 1 throughout this paper
Even in the case n > 1, we can always describe E using a single pair of vectors by absorbing the rest of them, K a andK a for a ≥ 2, into the background generalized metric H 0
Let us analyze the properties of K andK. The fact that E is a nilpotent matrix implies K andK are null vectors
From the chirality condition on E in (2.17), we impose background chiralities on K M and
Taking all the results together, the generalized metric can be written as
We refer this form as the generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz. Here κ is just a formal expansion parameter to aid in computation and does not have any physical meaning. This ansatz satisfies the
3) automatically without any approximation or truncation. One can define the projection operators with respect to the total generalized metric
The background chirality condition (2.22) still holds even if we replace P 0 andP 0 by P andP due to (2.21) and (2.22),
It is illuminating to compare with the conventional Kerr-Schild ansatz. We parametrize the 2d-dimensional null vectors K andK in terms of the d-dimensional vectors l µ and k µ
The background projection operators P 0 andP 0 are also parametrized in terms of the background metricg and two-form gauge fieldB
where 1 d is the d-dimensional identity matrix. Substituting the above parametrizations into (2.22), we get a relation between k µ and l µ (k µ andl µ as well)
Upon substituting this result into the null condition of K andK (2.21), one finds that l µ andl µ are also null vectors 30) however, l µ andl µ do not have to be orthogonal to each other, l µl µ = 0. Here we used the background metricg for raising and lowering the indices. Note that l µ g µνl ν = l µg µνl ν unlike the conventional Kerr-Schild ansatz. Consequently,γ is parametrized in terms of l andl
31) where (±l +Bl) µ = ±l µ + B µν l ν . Upon the parametrization of H and the generalized KS ansatz, one can read off the corresponding metric and Kalb-Ramond field If we identify l µ andl µ and ignore theB, (2.32) reduces to the conventional Kerr-Schild ansatz
The determinant of the metric g can be computed by using Sylvester's determinant theorem. If we introduce L andL,
we can write g µν in terms of L µ andL µ
According to the Sylvester's identity one can compute
It is interesting to note that the metric and the Kalb-Ramond field are not linear in κ, unlike the generalized KS ansatz (2.23). However, as we will see later, the equations of motion are linear with respect to κ. Furthermore, one can define the B-field by antisymmetrizing these two null vectors, which is not available in the conventional Kerr-Schild ansatz.
Double vielbein
One of the most distinctive feature of DFT is the doubled local Lorentz group, 
V 0 andV 0 are parametrized by 
Substituting the above expansion into (B.4), we find explicit expressions of v M m andv Mm as follows:
Note that the parametrization of K andK in (2.29) can be denoted by using
Conversely, l m andlm are represented as
Upon this relation, we can parametrize the v M m andv Mm
Due to the null property of l µ andl µ , v andv satisfy
Then the generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz for the vielbeins associated with the metric ansatz in (2.32) are given by
(2.46)
T-duality
We now investigate T-duality transformation of the generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz. By definition, the generalized metric is covariant under the
where
Since it is a linear transformation, the form of the generalized KerrSchild ansatz should be preserved
and
Taking the isometry direction to be z, we set O as
From (2.49) and (2.50) one can read off Buscher's rule for the background metric and the Kalb-Ramond field 52) and for the null vectors l andl
Note that indices of the new null vectors l ′µ andl ′µ are raised and lowered by new background metric,g ′ . Explicit calculations give components of l ′ µ andl ′ µ :
It is straightforward to show that l ′ andl ′ remains as null vectors with respect to the new background metricg ′ , l ′µg′ µν l ′ν = 0 andl ′µg′ µνl ′ν = 0. However, l ′µg′ µνl ′ν is not preserved and changes to
One may show that the Buscher's rule for g µν and B µν can be rewritten by the generalized KS ansatz in terms of the transformed fields
(2.56) Therefrore, T-duality preserves the generalized KS ansatz form and maps a generalized KS spacetime to another one.
Field equations in a flat background
In this section we analyze DFT field equations by applying the generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz in a flat background. Similar to GR, field equations of DFT are given by geometric quantities in doubled space: the generalized Ricci tensor and scalar. Unlike the conventional KS case, DFT field equations are quadratic in κ, however, we show that the field equations can be reduced to linear equations. We also discuss how the classical double copy is realized in the generalized KS formalism.
Constructing field equations
In a flat background, the background generalized metric and dilaton are given by
where η µν is a d-dimensional Minkowskian metric. We choose a coordinate system in which the flat metric become a constant such that η = diag(−1, 1, 1, · · · , 1). As we have seen in the previous section, the generalized KS ansatz is linear in κ. On the other hand, there is no restriction on DFT dilaton d, and it does not have to be linear in general
The null and orthogonality conditions of K M andK M lead to a significant simplification in the computation. For instance one can find useful identities
In DFT, local gauge symmetry is given by the generalized Lie derivative, which is a manifest O (d, d) covariant combination of a diffeomorphism and a one-form gauge transformation of Kalb-Ramond field
) covariant gauge parameter combining the diffeomorphism parameter δx µ and the one-form gauge parameter Λ µ , X M = {Λ µ , δx µ }. The covariant derivative ∇ M and the corresponding DFT connection Γ M are defined in [42] . Substituting the generalized KS ansatz and (3.2) into the DFT connection (B.13), we get 3
It is straightforward to check that the DFT connection satisfies the following identities from (3.3)
Using the DFT connection, one can introduce the generalized curvature tensor S M N and scalar S, which are defined in (B.24). The DFT field equations are given by generalized curvatures as in GR
One can get a consistency condition by contracting
Analogous to the geodesic condition (A.8) in the conventional Kerr-Schild formalism, we require
where ∇ M is the semi-covariant derivative defined in terms of the DFT connection Γ M N P in (B.13). As the name suggests, it is not covariant under the generalized Lie derivative by itself, but it should be combined with projection operators to make it covariant
Thus, one can check that (3.9) and (3.10) are covariant under the generalized Lie derivative as well as the O (d, d) transformation. Substituting the parametrization of K M andK M into (2.29), they yield the following d-dimensional expressions:
where we have used the section condition, namely
If we identify l µ andl µ and ignore f , (3.12) reduces to the conventional geodesic equation (A.8). Hence we will denote (3.9) and (3.10) as generalized geodesic equations, though the notion of geodesic is not obvious in the doubled spacetime point of view.
By applying the generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz to (3.7), we can represent the DFT field equations in terms of the null vectors
14) and
Using the background projection operators, one can decompose S M N into three independent parts according to the background chiralities:
Interestingly, (3.16) and (3.17) are redundant equations, and these can be derived from the mixed chiral part (3.18)
Therefore the independent field equations are as follows: 20) and Furthermore, the components of K M andK M are not independent as well, and they are written in terms of l m andlm through (2.42). Thus we recast the field equations in terms of the generalized frame indices by using the background double vielbeins, V 0M m andV 0Mm
Here we have used
Note that R mn is not a symmetric tensor. The symmetric and antisymmetric parts correspond to the field equations of metric and Kalb-Ramond field respectively. There are still redundancies even in the generalized frame representation, since we can take a further gauge fixing on the doubled local Lorentz group,
by identifying the two background vielbeins,ẽ µ m andẽ µm . Thus it is convenient to rewrite the field equations in terms of d-dimensional vector indices µ, ν, ρ · · · . Thus the DFT and supergravity equations of motion under the generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz read as follows:
It is interesting that the generalized KS ansatz for g µν and B µν is not linear in ϕ, l µ andl µ , but the field equations are linear in these fields. However, unlike the conventional KS formalism in GR, the above equations are quadratic in κ due to the presence of f . We will show in the following subsection that the field equations can be solved by considering only linear equations.
Solving the field equations
One of the peculiar properties of (3.24) and (3.25) is that all the O(κ 2 ) terms contain f . In other words, we get purely linear equations in κ when f = 0. Using this fact, we propose two strategies depending on which field is solved first.
Let us consider an approach solving for κf first. Notice that if we fix κf to be a specific function, the equations of motion reduce to linear equations in κ. Then we can solve the corresponding ϕ, l andl for a given κf by solving the linear equations. As a preliminary step, we recast (3.24) as
where F(x) = e −κf (x) . Without loss of generality, one can divide this equation into two pieces by introducing a function λ(x) that we should fix by hand
Here F λ denotes the solution for a given λ(x). Choosing a suitable λ(x), we can solve for F exactly, since the first equation can be thought to be an inhomogeneous massless Klein-Gordon equation. Once we solve for F λ , we may substitute the corresponding κf λ into (3.25), and we obtain a linear equation
Let's consider two simple cases.
• F = 1 or f = 0 The simplest case is just to set f = 0. In terms of the supergravity dilaton, this corresponds to
. Then the field equations reduce to
• λ = constant In this case, F λ satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation for a real massive scalar field. For example, F is represented by the Fourier integral in a plane wave basis
In particular, if λ = 0 and F = F(t, x), there are infinitely many solutions,
This method is somewhat ad hoc, but it may capture the nonlinear effects of (3.24) and (3.25). Now let us consider the second strategy solving ϕ, l µ andl µ first. Recall that the generalized KS ansatz (2.23) is linear in κ, but there is no a priori restriction on f and it is expanded in κ to arbitrary order. Inserting the expansion of f (3.2) into (3.24) and (3.25), we get an expansion of the DFT field equations in κ
The linear order equations are 32) and the higher order equations, n ≥ 0, are
Note that ϕ, l µ ,l µ and f (0) can be completely determined from the linear equations only (3.32), and the higher order equations define recursion relations with respect to f (n) , for n > 0. This means that the metric and the Kalb-Ramond field are determined from the linear equations only. In principle we can employ (3.33) to determine f (n) recursively, however, it is very difficult to determine f exactly by using the recursion relation.
Let us assume that ϕ, l µ andl µ are given by solving the linear equations. Instead of taking the approach using the recursion relations, we substitute ϕ, l µ andl µ into (3.25) and (3.26) . Since these equations are linear with respect to F and f , one can determine f completely.
Take a look at the set of linear equations (3.32). If we combine the first equation and the trace of the second equation, we obtain a simple relation
This implies that f (0) is the same as 
To determine the harmonic function H(x), we need to impose an appropriate boundary condition on f (0) .
Consequently, we can find exact solutions for DFT and supergravities just by solving the following linear differential equation,
As a consistency check, one can show that if we identify the null vectors l andl, (3.36) reduces to the conventional KS equation (A.10) with the ∂ µ ∂ ν H(x) term, which can be interpreted as a matter. Note that the solutions of (3.36) are the solutions of (3.24) and (3.25) automatically, but the converse is not true. This is because the linear equations does not capture the full nonlinear effects. However, (3.36) is remarkably simple compare to the supergravity equations of motion, and it provides a useful tool for finding exact solutions of supergravities.
Classical double copy
One of the remarkable properties of gravity scattering amplitude is the double copy structure. It is a field theory generalization of the KLT relation [21] which comes from the left-right sector decomposition of closed string theory. The KLT relation states that a closed string scattering amplitude can be represented by two open string scattering amplitudes. In the field theoretic viewpoint, it is known as the BCJ double copy relation [18] [19] [20] , which expresses duality between the color and kinematic factor in the Yang-Mills amplitude. By interchanging the color factor and kinematic factor, the gravity amplitude can be obtained from the Yang-Mills scattering amplitude.
Recently, the double copy structure in scattering amplitude has been extended to the level of the classical equations of motion by using the conventional KS formalism [5] . It is the so called classical double copy, and the Maxwell equation can be derived from the Einstein field equation in the framework of the conventional KS formalism (See appendix A). The null geodesic vector ℓ µ is identified as a Maxwell field, and the scalar field φ in (A.1) is identified as the linearized bi-adjoint scalar field.
The KLT and BCJ relations indicate that not only the Einstein field equation, but also the field equations of entire massless NS-NS sector should be related to the Maxwell equation. However, it is not possible to describe the Kalb-Ramond field using the single null vector ℓ µ .
We now extend the classical double copy to include the entire massless NS-NS sector, g µν , B µν and φ, through the generalized Kerr-Schild formalism. First, we need to assume that the full geometry admits at least one Killing vector ξ µ which satisfies
We can locally choose a coordinate system x µ = {x i , y} such that the Killing vector is a constant, ξ µ = ∂x µ /∂y = δ µ y . In this coordinate system, the Lie derivative of the full metric g is given by
Note that the trace part of the above equation vanishes, ξ µ ∂ µ (η µν g µν ) = 0, and we have
Next, the Kalb-Ramond field satisfies
By combining (3.38), (3.39) and (3.40) we get
Finally, f should also satisfy
We also normalize l µ andl µ as follows:
By contracting the Killing vector with the generalized KS field equation in (3.36), we get the so called zeroth and single copy.
• Single Copy Similar to GR, one may expect that the Maxwell equation can be obtained by contracting a Killing vector with one of the indices of the generalized KS equation (3.36) . Since (3.36) is neither symmetric nor antisymmetric, two different Maxwell theories arise depending on which index is contracted with the Killing vector.
Following [5] , we define a pair of abelian gauge fields
Then (3.44) reduces to a pair of Maxwell equations
where F µν andF µν are the field strengths of A µ andĀ µ respectively,
• Zeroth Copy
Now let us contract all the free indices of (3.36) with ξ µ . We get a scalar equation
Again, following the identification in [5] , the scalar field ϕ can be interpreted as an abelianized version of the biadjoint scalar field Φ aa ′ [27, 46] .
This ensures that solutions of the generalized Kerr-Schild equation (3.36) can be represented by Maxwell gauge fields and a harmonic scalar function when there is an isometry. However, the converse is not true in general.
Generalization to curved Backgrounds
In the previous section, we presented DFT field equations using the generalized KS ansatz in a flat background. In this section we extend the previous flat background results to arbitrary curved backgrounds. To this end we construct doubled spin connections and generalized curvatures by using the curved background generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz. We discuss how to solve the field equations by reducing to linear equations.
Uplifting to general backgrounds
Let us return to the generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz around a general background H 0 and d 0 in (2.5),
The null and orthogonality conditions of K M andK M lead the following identities which are similar to (3.3)
where ∇ 0M is the background covariant derivative
where Γ 0M N P is the background DFT connection. One can show that the DFT connection satisfies the following identities (c.f. (3.6))
where P andP are projection operators for total H. Using these identities, one can show thatK
Just as for the flat background, we obtain consistency conditions on K M andK M by contracting them with generalized Ricci tensor,
We impose the generalized geodesic equations
where we have used (4.5). We may also write the generalized geodesic equation using (4.4)
and these imply a new relation
Upon the parametrization of K M andK M , (4.7) and (4.8) reduce tō
where▽ µ is the usual covariant derivative in Riemannian geometry with respect to the background metricg, and▽ ± µ is a torsionful covariant derivative which acts on an arbitrary vector field v µ▽
(4.12)
We now introduce the double-vielbein and the associated double spin connection, Φ M mn andΦ Mmn (See Appendix B). By assuming compatibility of the double-vielbeins, D M V N m = 0 and D MVNm = 0, the double spin connection is represented as
Note that the DFT spin connection is not covariant by itself under the generalized diffeomorphism. However, one can extract the following covariant objects, and these are building blocks of the theoryV
(4.14)
Applying the generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz for the double-vielbeins (2.41), we find the covariant pieces of DFT spin connections :
For later use, we represent these quantities in terms of d-dimensional fields. Here, all the background fields are denoted by a tilde. First, let us introduceD µ andD ± µ which are background covariant derivative with torsion, which acts aŝ
where the background spin connections are defined by using (4.12) 
Equations of motion
We now consider the DFT equations of motion with the generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz around curved backgrounds. The linear perturbation of DFT is studied by Ko et al. [52] . However, as we have seen in the previous section, the field equations include terms quadratic in κ, thus we need to adopt an alternative approach. Here we employ a method using the double spin connection (4.15). Substituting (4.15) into the DFT field equations in terms of the double spin connections (B.24), we get
and 20) whereG andB are the field equations of supergravity for the background metric and Kalb-Ramond fieldG
µ ρσH νρσ ,
Since we are assuming on-shell backgrounds, the background field equations vanish,G = 0 andB = 0. To make these look more familiar let us rewrite the field equations in terms of ddimensional vector indices, µ, ν, ρ, · · · , by using a pair of vielbeinsẽ µ m andē µm and
(4.23) The structure of the field equations are the same as in the flat background case. The field equations are quadratic in κ, however, if we take f = 0, we get linear equations in κ. Hence we can still apply the strategies for solving equations of motion discussed in section 3.2. Here we describe the second strategy only.
Let us insert the expansion of f (3.2) into (4.22) and (4.23) to expand order by order in κ
• linear equations 24) and
(4.25)
• higher order equations
(4.27)
As in the flat background case, ϕ, l µ ,l µ and f (0) can be completely determined from the linear order equations. The higher order equations define a set of recursion relations for f (n) , n > 0. Instead of the recursion relations, it is better to exploit the generalized KS equations (4.22) and (4.23) to determine f . If we plug the solution of the linear equations, ϕ, l µ andl µ , back into (4.22) and (4.23), we get linear equations with respect to f and Φ. Hence, this shows that DFT and supergravity field equations can be solved using the linear equations only.
Killing Spinor equation
The Killing spinor equation provides a useful technique in finding solutions to the equations of motion that preserve some fraction of supersymmetry. Essentially they reduce the supergravity equations to first order in derivatives and often, when combined with a suitable ansatz for the metric and fields, will lead to linear equations. In what follows we investigate the Killing spinor equation with generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz for the 10-dimensional N = 1 supersymmetric DFT. We will show that the Killing spinor equation is linearized under the generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz as the equations of motion. One can then seek solutions preserving fractions of supersymmetry. The maximal and half-maximal supersymmetric DFT are constructed in []. The field content of the fermion sector of N = 1 supersymmetric DFT is given by the dilatino and the gravitino
where α, β, · · · are spinor indices for SO(1, 9) local Lorentz group. The SO (1, 9) Clifford algebra is 2) and the chirality operator γ (11) = γ 0 γ 1 · · · γ 9 . All the spinors are taken to be MajoranaWeyl spinors with definite chiralities
The SUSY variation of fermions provides the Killing spinor equations, which are
where ε α is the supersymmetry parameter which carries the same chirality as the gravitino, γ (11) ε = ε. We now want to represent the Killing spinor equations in terms of supergravity fields. Substituting the double spin connection in (4.15), we obtain
For simplicity, let us choose ε as a Killing spinor for the background geometry satisfying
where ε 0 is the background Killing spinor. Then the Killing spinor equations are greatly simplified as
After converting to ten-dimensional vector indices using the pair of vielbeins, e m µ and e µm , and a field redefinition, Ψ = e −2κf and ϕ ′ = e −2κf ϕ, we get completely linear equations
We see that for a flat background case the Killing spinor equations yield
where ε 0 is a constant spinor. These equations are remarkably simple, and much easier to solve than the full Killing spinor equations.
Supersymmetric classical double copy
In section 3.3 we showed that the classical double copy can be extended to the entire NS-NS sector. Here we will show that the classical double copy is still valid for supersymmetric backgrounds by considering Killing spinor equations. For simplicity we shall focus on a flat background only. From the single copy relation, we have shown that a pair of Maxwell equations can be obtained from supergravity equations of motion by contracting a Killing vector with R µν . Thus it is natural to guess that we may construct BPS equation of supersymmetric Maxwell theory from the Killing spinor equation for the gravitino. Let us contract a Killing vector with the Killing spinor equation for the gravitino (5.13). As before, we choose a coordinate which makes the Killing vector constant. Then using the previous identification of the single copy relation, A µ = ϕl µ , we obtain a BPS equation for supersymmetric Maxwell theory as expected
Since there are no more indices to contract in (5.14), it is not possible to define a supersymmeric zeroth copy.
Recall that in section 3.3 we have shown a pair of gauge fields arise from the single copy relation of DFT. One may wonder why there is only a single gauge field in (5.14). In fact, to incorporate the other gauge field to the supersymmetric single copy, we need to consider Killing spinor equation for N = 2 supersymmetry. Since there are two different gravitinos ψm and ψ ′ m , their SUSY variations provide two individual BPS equations. If we neglect the Ramond-Ramond sector, one can obtain two BPS equations as follows:
where F µν andF µν are the field strengths defined in (3.47) . This shows the supersymmetric classical double copy, which states that solutions of the Killing spinor equation can be represented by solutions of the BPS equation of the supersymmetric Maxwell theory.
Examples

Chiral null model
We apply the previous results to the chiral null model [53] which is a class of string backgrounds that have one conserved chiral null current in the sigma-model. These are a generalization of the pp-wave and fundamental string background and have a null Killing vector and unbroken supersymmetries. Special cases are the Taub-NUT geometry and rotating black holes. The explicit geometry is given by
where b i is a constant vector. We assume that the transverse space is flat, but it is possible to generalize to any conformal transverse space [53] . Now we show that (6.1) fits into the generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz in a flat background. If we introduceṽ,Ṽ i and X(x, u), such that
2) the (6.1) is rewritten in the form
The associated ϕ and null vectors l andl can be easily read off from (2.32)
and one can check that l andl are null vectors with respect to the flat background metric
It is obvious that l µ ,l µ and f satisfy the generalized geodesic equation (3.12) , because l = du. Substituting the above generalized KS ansatz into the equations of motion, we get (6.6) and the nonvanishing component of (3.25) are
From the third and fourth equations, we can restrict κf = φ(u), where φ(u) is an arbitrary function of u.
It is shown that if we allow a linear dilaton term, b i x i , (6.6) should be modified to the effective field theory for a noncritical string theory [53] . However, we shall consider only critical string theory and set b i = 0.
Substituting κf = φ(u) into (6.7), we get a set of equations
This is the same exactly with the equation (2.12) in [54] . Now let us apply the strategies discussed in section 3.2. If we substitute the generalized KS ansatz into (3.36), we have
Here H = H(u, x i ) is a harmonic function, and satisfies ∂ i ∂ i H = 0. From the last two equations of (6.9), we determine H(u, x i ) = 4φ(u) − 2F −1 . If we substitute the H(u, x i ) into (6.9)
(6.10)
To be consistent with (6.8), there are two options: φ = 0 or F = const. If we assume that φ = 0 and V i = V i (x i ), then the equations of motion implies F −1 and K are harmonic function and V i is the U (1) gauge field as discussed in [53, 54] . Therefore, this confirms that the linear equations are enough to solve the equations of motion.
F1-NS5 system
To examine our formalism in the case of a curved background in section 4, let us consider superposition of a number Q 1 of fundamental strings and Q 5 of NS5 brane system. We wrap a number Q 5 of NS5-branes on T 5 along x 5 , · · · x 9 . The fundamental strings wrap one of the directions of the torus along x 5 direction. The corresponding geometry is given by ds
where ǫ ijkl is the flat space epsilon tensor and 12) here V 4 is the volume of the T 4 . This geometry is the S-dual of the D1-D5 system, and it is a particular case of the chiral null model with the conformal transverse background. In this case, B ui does not have to be the same with g ui . The NS5-brane background is treated as a background
where we put tilde for all the background quantities. Then using (2.32), we can read off the corresponding generalized KS ansatz
Note that l µ andl µ are orthogonal to the background 3-form flux,H µνρ 
17) where▽ µ is the covariant derivative for the background metric (6.13) . Thus these equations are completely linear and it is straightforward to show that the generalized KS ansatz (6.14) satisfies the generalized KS field equations for the curved backgrounds.
Charged black string
It is well-known that momenta and axion charges are interchangeable via T-duality [55] . For simplicity consider a 5-dimensional (uncharged) black string and denote the longitudinal direction along the string as y. Then the charged black string solution can be obtained from the black string solution by boosting along the y direction, which generates an offdiagonal component of the metric, and then taking T-duality along y direction. The explicit geometry is given by 18) where C = cosh α and S = sinh α, and α is a boost parameter. Let us start from the black string solution. It is a direct product of Schwarzschild black hole and a circle S 1
where r is transverse radius. Using the conventional Kerr-Schild ansatz for Schwarzschild BH in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinate, we have 20) wheret =t + r * − r and r * is the tortoise coordinate defined
Applying a boost along the y-direction,t →t cosh α + y sinh α, y →t sinh α + y cosh α, we get ds 22) and the null vectors are identical, l =l = Cdt + Sdy + dr. Let us take a T-duality along the y-direction. According to the Buscher's rule for the null vectors (2.54), the null vectors split into 23) and l ·l = −2S 2 . The corresponding generalized metric and Kalb-Ramond field are
(6.24) Here we have added − C S to the B ′t y , which does not contribute to the 3-form field strength. Finally, we make a further coordinate transformt = t+C r * −r and ignore the B ′ (r) ry component which does not contribute to the field strength, we get the previous charged black string geometry (6.18). Thus (6.18) is equivalent to the following generalized KS ansatz:
(6.25) In this example, the DFT dilaton vanishes, thus the generalized KS field equations become linear.
Summary
In this paper we have generalized the conventional KS formalism to DFT and the corresponding supergravities. We have introduced the generalized Kerr-Schild ansatz for the generalized metric for DFT and represented it in terms of supergravity fields. The key ingredient is the pair of null vectors. We showed by means of the null vectors that the generalized KS ansatz satisfies the O (d, d) constraint automatically. The generalized KS ansatz for the generalized metric is linear in the expansion parameter κ, however, the corresponding metric and Kalb-Ramond fields are nonlinear in κ. We have analyzed how Buscher's transform acts on the generalized KS ansatz and showed that T-duality maps a generalized KS ansatz to another generalized KS ansatz.
The field equations for the generalized KS ansatz have been constructed from the DFT field equations. The consistency condition requires that the null vectors satisfy the generalized geodesic condition, which reduces to the conventional geodesic condition when the two null vectors are equal. Even though the field equations are quadratic in κ, it is possible to solve the field equations by using the linear equations only. We showed that the field equations can be always reduced to the linear equations by using the series expansion of the DFT dilaton. It is remarkable that the supergravity equations of motion can be solved by considering the linear equations only.
Based on the generalized KS formalism, we have shown how to extend the classical double copy to the entire NS-NS sector. A pair of Maxwell equations are derived from the generalized KS equation by contracting a Killing vector with the generalized KS field equation, and each null vector is identified with different gauge fields. We have further shown that the BPS equation of the supersymmetric Maxwell theory can be realized from the Killing spinor equation by contracting a Killing vector with the Killing spinor equation for the gravitino.
We have considered pure DFT, which consists of the massless NS-NS sector only, but in general we can incorporate additional matter fields, such as Yang-Mills gauge fields, the Ramond-Ramond field, fermion fields and various brane sources in string theory [62] . The present formalism can be extended to heterotic DFT and various M-theory extensions [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] . To this end, we need to introduce a generalized KS ansatz for the generalized metric for each theory. Especially, the generalization to heterotic DFT [63] is straightforward, because the structure is almost parallel with conventional DFT. In this case we do not have to consider additional matter fields, including higher derivative corrections [64] [65] [66] , since all the field contents are encoded in the generalized metric. Furthermore, it is also interesting to consider the classical double copy for heterotic supergravity.
The other straightforward generalization is a dimensional reduction of DFT and supergravities to lower dimensions. For the DFT/EFT side, various compactifications, such as Kaluza-Klein reduction or the generalized Scherk-Schwarz compactification [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] , have been studied extensively, and it is possible to apply these results to develop the generalized KS formalism for lower dimensional DFT and supergravities. It would also be interesting to consider the classical double copy for the lower dimensional theories.
A Conventional Kerr-Schild formalism
The conventional Kerr-Schild metric ansatz is given by
whereg is a background metric satisfying the vacuum Einstein equation, and ℓ is a null vector with respect to both g andg
The virtue of this ansatz is that the inverse metric g µν is the same as the linearized perturbation,
and the determinant is unchanged
The indices of ℓ are raised and lowered by both g andg due to the null property
One can show that the Christoffel connection γ µ νρ for the Kerr-Shild ansatz (A.1) satisfies the following conditions:
Consider a vacuum spacetime, which satisfies the vacuum Einstein equation, R µν = 0. As a consistency relation, the contraction of ℓ µ with R µν should vanish,
where▽ µ is the covariant derivative with respect to the background metricg. Assume that both the backgroundg and the full metric g satisfy the vacuum Einstein equation, R µν =R µν = 0, where R µν andR µν are Ricci tensors for the full metric and background metric respectively. Then (A.7) vanishes and ℓ must satisfy the geodesic equation
If we assume the ℓ µ is null and geodesic, the vacuum Einstein equation reads 
B Semi-Covariant formalism for DFT
In this appendix, we briefly review the basics of DFT and the semi-covariant formalism for DFT [42] .
B.1 Double vielbein
The (B.8)
B.2 Connection and Curvature
The gauge symmetry for DFT is given by the generalized Lie derivativeL X which is defined by
The parameter X M consists of the ordinary diffeomorphism parameter ξ µ and the one-form gauge parameter Λ µ for B µν in an O (d, d) covariant way
Closure and Jacobi identity of the generalized Lie derivative requires the section condition where Φ M mn andΦ Mmn are double spin connections and Γ M N P is the semi-covariant DFT connection [41] ,
13)
The spin connections are defined by using the semi-covariant derivative It is possible to represent the covariant components of the DFT spin connection in terms of double-vielbeins 
